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Abstract—Foundational work in the area of opportunistic networks has shown that the distribution of intercontact times between pairs
of nodes has a key impact on the network properties, for example, in terms of convergence of forwarding protocols. Specifically,
forwarding protocols may yield infinite expected delay if the intercontact time distributions present a particularly heavy tail. While these
results hold for the distributions of intercontact times between individual pairs, most of the literature uses the aggregate distribution,
i.e., the distribution obtained by considering the samples from all pairs together, to characterize the properties of opportunistic
networks. In this paper, we provide an analytical framework that can be used to check when this approach is correct and when it is not,
and we apply it to a number of relevant cases. We show that the aggregate distribution can be way different from the distributions of
individual pair intercontact times. Therefore, using the former to characterize properties that depend on the latter is not correct in
general, although this is correct in some cases. We substantiate this finding by analyzing the most representative distributions
characterizing real opportunistic networks that can be obtained from reference traces. We review key cases for opportunistic
networking, where the aggregate intercontact time distribution presents a heavy tail with or without exponential cutoff. We show that,
when individual pairs follow Pareto distributions, the aggregate distribution consistently presents a heavy tail. However, heavy tail
aggregate distributions can also emerge in networks where individual pair intercontact times are not heavy tailed, for example,
exponential or Pareto with exponential cutoff distributions. We show that an exponential cutoff in the aggregate appears when the
average intercontact times of individual pairs are finite. Finally, we discuss how to use our analytical model to know whether collecting
aggregate information about intercontact times is sufficient or not, to decide—in practice—which type of routing protocols to use.
Index Terms—Opportunistic networks, analytical modeling
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
OPPORTUNISTIC networks [1] are mobile self-organizingnetworks where the existence of a continuous multi-
hop path formed by simultaneously connected hops is not
taken for granted. To deliver a message from a source to a
destination, in opportunistic networks it is required that
a space-time multihop path exists [2] (see Fig. 1 for a
graphical example). Due to users’ mobility and network
reconfigurations, different portions of a space-time path
can become available at different points in time. For
example, in Fig. 1 node 2 moves close to node 3 at time t2,
while node 5 moves close to the destination at time t3, thus
establishing a space-time path between nodes S and D.
Intermediate nodes in space-time paths exploit the store-
carry-and-forward concept [3], [4]: They temporarily store
messages addressed to a currently unreachable destination
(if “better” next hops are currently not available), until a
new portion of the space-time path appears, and therefore
the message can progress toward the final destination.
Foundational results in the area of opportunistic net-
works have clearly shown that characterizing intercontact
times between nodes is crucial [5], [6], [7]. Starting from the
point in time when two nodes loose single-hop connectivity
(i.e., a contact finishes), an intercontact time is the time until
they are able to directly communicate again (i.e., a new
contact starts). As in opportunistic networks contacts are
the only way for messages to progress toward the
destination, the distribution of intercontact times plays a
key role in determining the performance of forwarding
protocols.1 Specifically, Chaintreau et al. [5] show that in a
homogeneous network where intercontact times between
all pairs of nodes are independent and identically dis-
tributed (iid), if intercontact times are heavy tailed with
exponent  < 2 an important class of forwarding protocols
(termed “naı¨ve”) diverge, i.e., yield infinite expected delay.
In naı¨ve protocols, nodes do not exploit any information
describing the status of the network when taking forward-
ing decisions, and are only aware of some identifier of the
destination, such as its address. These protocols are
attractive because they are very lightweight and simple to
implement and analyze, and have been widely used in the
literature [8], [9], [10], starting from the seminal work on
Epidemic routing [11]. Notably, the 2-hop forwarding
protocol used in [8] to derive foundational results on the
capacity of opportunistic networks belongs to this category.
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1. In opportunistic networks, the routing and forwarding processes are
carried out at the same time and are implemented by a unique algorithm.
Therefore, in the following, we use the terms routing and forwarding
interchangeably.
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After the theoretical findings in [5], an important debate
has started (and is still ongoing) in the literature about
which distribution best fits intercontact times in popular
traces [12], [13], [14], [15] (we discuss this literature in detail
in Section 2). It has been shown that, among others, Pareto
distributions with [6], [7] or without [5] an exponential
cutoff are particularly relevant fitting distributions. A few
papers [16], [17], [18] highlight that also exponential
distributions can fit some traces. This body of work
suggests that the best fitting distribution may change from
trace to trace. Thus, we consider all of these cases in this
paper. For Pareto distributions, we use the following forms
for the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF, i.e., P ðX > xÞ):
P ðX > xÞ ¼ b
bþ x
 
; ; b; x > 0; ð1Þ
P ðX > xÞ ¼ b
x
 
; ; b > 0; x > b; ð2Þ
where  is the “shape” parameter and b the “scale”
parameter. The form in (1) allows values arbitrarily close
to 0, while the form in (2) does not. In the following, we will
refer to the former as “Pareto0” and to the latter as “Pareto.”
This difference has important implications, as we discuss in
the paper. Due to this, we will keep the analysis separate
for the two types of Pareto distributions. For Pareto
distributions with exponential cutoff, we use the following
form for the CCDF [19]:
P ðX > xÞ ¼ ð1 ; xÞ
ð1 ; bÞ ;  > 1; ; b; x > 0; ð3Þ
where ðs; xÞ ¼ R1x ts1esdt is the upper incomplete
Gamma function [20], , b, and  are the shape, scale, and
rate parameters, respectively. For exponential distributions,
we use the standard form for the CCDF, i.e., P ðX > xÞ ¼
ex where  is the rate.
There is significant ambiguity in the literature on
whether the distributions of intercontact times of individual
pairs or the distribution of the aggregate intercontact times
should be used to characterize opportunistic networks, the
aggregate distribution being the distribution of intercontact
times of all pairs considered together. Typically in the
literature [5], [7], [21], [22], [23], [24] the aggregate
distribution is used. From a practical standpoint the
aggregate distribution is more manageable, as less samples
are required to characterize its statistics with respect to
those of all individual pair distributions, and only one
distribution can be used to characterize the entire network.
Furthermore, in practical cases it is much more realistic to
assume that aggregate statistics about the network proper-
ties will be available, due to privacy issues. For example,
knowledge on the distributions of individual pair inter-
contact times allows quite precise tracking of the users
behavior, which is much harder to obtain through the
aggregate intercontact time distribution alone.
Using the aggregate distribution—however—needs
some care. This paper provides theoretical contributions
to this end. The aggregate distribution provides a correct
representation of individual intercontact times in homo-
geneous networks2 as those considered in [5], where all
individual pair distributions are iid, and thus the aggregate
distribution is the same as the (common) distribution of
individual pairs. However, as we show in this paper, this is
not correct in general if the network is heterogeneous. This
aspect has often be overlooked in the literature. Over-
interpreting the results in [5] and [7], authors typically
assume that 1) the distribution of aggregate intercontact
times well represents the distributions of all individual pair
intercontact times, 2) all these distributions are power law
or power law with an exponential cutoff, and 3) in a
network with a power law aggregate intercontact time
distribution, naı¨ve forwarding protocols diverge. These
beliefs are very well established, to the point that results
showing that also exponential distributions are a valid
candidate for fitting intercontact times [16], [17], [18] have
been not particularly emphasized in the community, as they
seem to contradict the hypothesis of intercontact times
being power law.
1.2 Contributions
In this paper, we clarify the relationship between the
individual pair intercontact time distributions and
the aggregate distribution through an analytical model
(see Section 3). The model shows that in several cases the
distribution of aggregate intercontact times can be com-
pletely different from the distributions of individual
intercontact times. Therefore, assessing properties that
depend on the latter by studying the former requires a
better understanding of the links between the two.
Our study is based on the following model of an
opportunistic network. We consider a heterogeneous en-
vironment, in which the individual pair distributions are of
the same type (e.g., exponential, Pareto,...), but whose
parameters can be different from one pair to another, and
are unknown a priori. In this case, individual pair
intercontact times are not identically distributed. We
assume that the contact rates between pairs (the reciprocal
of the pair average intercontact time) are drawn from a
given distribution, which, therefore, determines the specific
parameters of the pair intercontact time distributions. While
the distribution of intercontact times has been characterized
for a number of traces in several papers (e.g., [5], [7], [16],
[17], [18]), the distribution of contact rates has not been
characterized as precisely in the literature (only preliminary
results can be found in [16]). We, therefore, analyze contact
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2. In principle, it would be more precise to use the term “network graph”
instead of “network” in this case. Hereafter, we use the two terms
interchangeably, when the meaning is clear from the context.
Fig. 1. Example of a space-time path.
rates in a number of reference traces, specifically, the
Infocom 2005 [5] and 2006 [25] traces, the Reality Mining
trace [15], and the RollerNet trace [18], performing fitting
tests to find which distributions can be used to describe
contact rates in those traces.
The model described in this paper shows that both the
distribution of the rates and the distributions of individual
pair intercontact times impact on the aggregate distribu-
tion. We study several combinations (based on the
analysis of the traces) of individual intercontact time and
contact rate distributions, deriving the resulting aggregate.
We can summarize the key findings presented in the
paper as follows:
. Starting from exponentially distributed individual
pair intercontact times, the aggregate is distributed
exactly according to a Pareto law iff the contact rates
are drawn from a Gamma distribution (see Section 5).
. When individual pair intercontact times are expo-
nential, and rates are drawn from a Pareto distribu-
tion, the asymptotic behavior of the aggregate
distribution (for large intercontact times) is a
power-law with or without exponential cutoff. In
particular, the long tail behavior appears when rates
can be arbitrarily close to 0, i.e., when average
intercontact times can tend to infinity (see Section 5).
. When pair intercontact times follow a Pareto
distribution with fixed shape or scale parameters,
the aggregate distribution consistently presents a
power law. In particular, when the shape parameter
is fixed, the aggregate is power law with the same
exponent no matter what distribution of rates (see
Section 6).
. When pair intercontact times follow a Pareto dis-
tribution with exponential cutoff, the aggregate
distribution can present exactly the same shape under
certain conditions. It is, however, power law without
exponential cutoff, for contact rate distributions
allowing rates arbitrarily close to 0 (see Section 6).
Our results allow us to clarify the ambiguity between
using aggregate or individual distributions both in general,
and in specific relevant cases: While sometimes using the
aggregate distribution as representative of the individual
pair distributions is correct, in general it is definitely not.
Moreover, the first two results reconcile apparently contra-
dicting findings in the literature about the distribution of
individual and aggregate inter contact times when the
former are exponential.
In addition to these results, in the following of the paper,
we discuss related work in Section 2. Finally, in Section 7,
we draw the main conclusions of our work, and we discuss
how our analytical results can help—in practice—to guide
the choice of the routing protocols to be used.
2 RELATED WORK
This paper touches upon three main areas, i.e., analysis of
intercontact time traces, modeling of intercontact times, and
heterogeneity in opportunistic networks. We present the
state of the art and the original contribution of the paper in
each of them in the following sections.
2.1 Analysis of Intercontact Time Traces
The first body of work, to the best of our knowledge, that
highlights the importance of intercontact times for char-
acterizing opportunistic networks was presented in [5] and
carried out in the framework of the EU Haggle project [26].
As discussed in Section 1, Chaintreau et al. [5] find very
important theoretical results showing that naı¨ve forwarding
protocols may diverge in homogeneous networks if
individual pair intercontact times are heavy tailed. Actually
they also analyze a popular set of traces [12], [13], [14], [15]
finding that the aggregate distribution can be approximated
with a Pareto distribution with shape less than one. The
conclusion is that naı¨ve forwarding protocols can easily
diverge in real opportunistic networks. This pessimistic
result is somewhat softened by Karagiannis et al. [6], [7],
who reanalyze the same traces and note that the aggregate
intercontact time distribution might indeed present an
exponential cutoff in the tail, following the Pareto shape
highlighted in [5]. Assuming, again, that the analyzed
networks are homogeneous, they conclude that naı¨ve
forwarding protocols might actually not yield infinite delay.
Anyway, this does not challenge the value of the theoretical
results presented in [5].
The above results informed most of the subsequent
literature, which—overinterpreting them, and neglecting
the fact that they have been derived for homogeneous
networks—most of the time assumes that the distributions
of individual pairs and the aggregate distribution can be
used interchangeably. Only a few papers pay attention to
individual pair distributions. Karagiannis et al. [6], [7]
analyze a small set of pairs in the investigated traces,
finding that they present power-law distributions with
exponential cutoff. Conan et al. [16] and Tournoux et al. [18]
reanalyze again the same set of traces, focusing much more
than before on the distributions of individual pair inter-
contact times. They clearly show that these networks are
actually heterogeneous, and that an exponential distribu-
tion fits well a significant fraction of individual pair
intercontact times, while Pareto and Lognormal distribu-
tions also show a good fit with other subsets of the pairs.
Gao et al. [17] analyze the Reality Mining trace [15], finding
that exponential distributions fit over 85 percent of the
individual pair intercontact times.
The original contribution of this paper with respect to
this body of work is providing a more in-depth analysis of
the heterogeneity of these reference networks. Specifically,
we carry out a detailed fitting analysis for the contact rate
distributions of the most representative traces (Conan et al.
[16] only plots the samples of the average intercontact times
of the analyzed traces, without providing any fitting). This
complements the extensive analysis of the intercontact
time distributions of these traces, already available in the
literature. In addition, this study allows us to identify some
of the reference contact rates distributions to be used in our
case studies.
2.2 Modeling of Intercontact Times
Another original contribution of this paper consists in
providing a thorough analysis of the dependence between
individual pair and aggregate intercontact time distribu-
tions. Karagiannis et al. [6], [7] propose an initial model for
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studying the dependence between the two, which assumes
that contact rates between nodes are a fixed set of discrete
values. A similar model is also derived in [27], only for the
case where individual intercontact times are exponential.
We exploit these models as a starting point of ours, but we
extend them to the case where contact rates are unknown,
and are represented with a random variable. This extension
allows us to check in detail the effect of contact rates and
network heterogeneity on intercontact time properties,
which is not possible with the model used in [6], [7], and
[27]. Conan et al. [16] also provide a model similar in spirit
to the one we use in this paper, to analyze conditions under
which exponential individual pair distributions can result in
a Pareto aggregate. As we discuss in detail in the following,
their model does not incorporate a fundamental aspect, and
thus yields imprecise results.3 In addition, with respect to
this body of work, we exploit our model to reanalyze
aggregate intercontact time distributions found in real
traces, i.e., power-law distributions with or without an
exponential cutoff. We are able to show that several
combinations of contact rate and individual intercontact
time distributions (not necessarily power-law) result in
aggregate distributions with these shapes and that, there-
fore, using the aggregate distribution to characterize
properties that depend on the individual distributions
(which is typically done in the literature) may not be correct.
One of results we present in the paper is that power-law
aggregate intercontact time distributions can be obtained
starting from exponential individual intercontact times.
This is an instance of a very general result, i.e., the fact that
any distribution can be approximated as a proper mixture
of Erlang distributions (or, in other words, as a Coxian
distribution [28]), of which exponential distributions are a
special case. This fact has been extensively used in the
teletraffic analysis (e.g., [29]). Our model goes beyond a
straightforward application of this approach to the case of
intercontact times. In [29], the components of the mixture
are a fixed set of discrete values, and in our case this would
result in assuming that contact rates are fixed set of discrete
values (as it is done in [6], [7], and [27]). In addition, we also
study cases where the components of the mixture are
nonexponential, but, for example, Pareto with or without
exponential cutoff. Given the analysis of real traces, these
are very relevant cases for opportunistic networks, which,
to the best of our knowledge, have not been yet analyzed as
we do in this paper.
2.3 Heterogeneity in Opportunistic Networks
Heterogeneity in opportunistic networks has been typically
considered in the literature from a different standpoint with
respect to what we do in this paper. In particular, several
papers study the effect of heterogeneous intercontact time
distributions on the performance of specific routing proto-
cols. Ip et al. [30] consider the case where pairs can be
divided in two classes. Pairs meet with exponential
distributed intercontact times, but the rate is different in
the two classes. Based on this assumption, they model the
delay of epidemic routing using continuous time Markov
chains and fluid approximations. A much more general
approach is used in [31] and [32]. Spyropoulos et al. [31]
consider multiple classes of nodes, and pairs in each class
meet with a different exponential distribution. The paper
evaluates the delay of several utility-based protocols, able to
exploit heterogeneity by using additional context informa-
tion with respect to naı¨ve protocols. It also extends the well-
known fluid-based modeling approach originally proposed
in [33] to the case of heterogeneous networks. Lee and Eun
[32] focus instead on probabilistic forwarding protocols,
and investigate optimal values of the probability of
forwarding, by exploiting the heterogeneous structure of
intercontact times. In addition to the modeling results
mentioned before, Lee and Eun [27] also study the
performance of direct forwarding and multicopy two-hop
forwarding in case of heterogeneous exponential intercon-
tact times. Finally, Gao et al. [17] take heterogeneity for
granted (assuming, though, that intercontact times are
exponential), use contact rates as the weights of a graph
encompassing all the nodes, and use social network
analysis indices, such as centrality, to design multicast
opportunistic networking protocols.
This body of work is complementary to the results we
present in this paper. Specifically, we focus on how
heterogeneity impacts on the dependence between indivi-
dual and aggregate ICT distributions, which is a different
focus with respect to the one of those papers. Furthermore,
we here consider also heterogeneous nonexponential dis-
tributions such as Pareto with or without exponential cutoff,
which have shown to be very relevant for opportunistic
networks. Our results confirm, from a different perspective,
the bottom line idea of this body of work, as they show that
heterogeneity plays a key role in determining the distribu-
tion of aggregate intercontact times, and that this should be
taken in great care when using it as an indicator of the
expected behavior of opportunistic forwarding protocols.
Finally, this paper extends our previous work in [34].
Specifically, in this paper, we analyze a much more
extended set of heterogeneous networks exploiting our
model, investigating, for example, the dependence be-
tween individual pair and aggregate intercontact time
distributions when the former are Pareto with or without
an exponential cutoff. These additional results allow us to
conclude that power-law aggregate distributions can be
obtained both starting from exponentially distributed, or
from Pareto distributed (with or without exponential
cutoff) individual pair intercontact times. Moreover, we
provide a detailed fitting analysis of contact rate distribu-
tions for key reference traces used in the opportunistic
networking literature. Finally, with respect to [34], we also
present a completely new set of simulation results used to
validate the analysis. The simulations presented in [34]
have been rerun as described in Section 5.3 to achieve
higher statistical confidence.
3 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF AGGREGATE
INTERCONTACT TIMES
In this section, we present an analytical model that
describes the dependence between the intercontact times
of individual pairs and the resulting distribution of
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3. The same shortcoming also affects the model in [27].
aggregate intercontact times. This is the starting point for
the rest of the analysis. Unless otherwise stated, the proofs
of all results are available in [35].4 We only present the
proofs of two theorems, to exemplify the methodologies
used in the proofs to derive exact and approximate
results, respectively.
As a first step, it is important to recall a result found by
Karagiannis et al. [7], which shows the relationship between
the distribution of individual pair intercontact times and the
aggregate distribution, in a network where the contact rates
between pairs are a fixed set of discrete values. Specifically,
the CCDF of the aggregate intercontact times F ðxÞ can be
expressed as in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. In a network where P pairs of nodes exist for which
intercontact times can be observed, the CCDF of the aggregate
intercontact times is
F ðxÞ ¼ lim
T!1
XP
p¼1
npðT Þ
NðT Þ FpðxÞ ¼
XP
p¼1
p

FpðxÞ; ð4Þ
where T is the time during which intercontact times are
observed, npðT Þ and NðT Þ are the number of intercontact
times of pair p (p; p 2 f1; . . . ; Pg) and the total number of
intercontact times over T , respectively, FpðxÞ the CCDF of
intercontact times of pair p, p the rate of intercontact times for
pair p, and  ¼Pp p the total rate of intercontact times.
Proof. See [7]. tu
Lemma 1 is rather intuitive. The distribution of the
aggregate intercontact times is a mixture of the individual
pair distributions. Each individual pair “weighs” in the
mixture proportionally to the number of intercontact times
that can be observed in any given interval (or, in other
words, proportionally to the rate of intercontact times).
We now extend the result of Lemma 1 beyond the case
where the parameters of the individual pair intercontact
times are a fixed set of discrete values. Specifically, we
consider the general case in which the contact rates are iid
and distributed according to a continuous random variable
 with density fðÞ;   0 (for the generic pair p, p denotes
its rate). We also assume that all individual pair intercontact
times follow the same type of distribution. For the generic
pair p, the distribution parameters are set such that the
resulting rate is equal to p. Note that we are able to model
heterogeneous networks, as intercontact time distributions
of different pairs are in general different, as their rates are
different.5 With respect to the notation used in Lemma 1, we
hereafter denote with FðxÞ the CCDF of the intercontact
times between a pair of nodes whose rate is equal to .
Under these assumptions, the CCDF of the aggregate
intercontact times becomes as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. In a network where the contact rates are distributed
with density fðÞ, the CCDF of the aggregate intercontact
times is as follows:
F ðxÞ ¼ 1
E½
Z 1
0
fðÞFðxÞd: ð5Þ
Proof. See [35] for the complete proof. Equation (5) can be
seen as a mixture of the CCDFs of individual pairs,
FðxÞ. As rates are sampled from a nonnegative
continuous r.v. (), the mixture results in an integral
over ½0;1Þ. The term fðÞd is the weight of compo-
nent FðxÞ. It says that a particular component weighs
proportionally to 1) its probability of being in the
mixture, and 2) the number of samples it generates
(i.e., the value of ). The denominator E½ results from
the normalization of the weights over ½0;1Þ. tu
Note that the aggregate distribution in (5) does not
depend on the number of pairs P anymore, unlike the form
in (4). This is because under the assumptions of Theorem 1
each pair can be characterized by any contact rate  with a
probability fðÞd. As contact rates are distributed accord-
ing to a continuous random variable, each pair contributes
an infinite number of distributions to the aggregate (each
one with an infinitesimal weight). Therefore, the aggregate
distribution is always made up of an infinite number of
components, irrespective of the specific number of pairs in
the network. Thus, the model provided by Theorem 1 holds
for any number of pairs P .
As we show in Sections 5 and 6, Theorem 1 allows us to
study precisely the impact of the network heterogeneity on
the dependence between individual and aggregate inter
contact times, which is not possible by using Lemma 1.
As a final remark, a similar generalization was also
attempted in [16]. However, the formulation in [16] is not
exact, as it does not take into account the fact that, in the
mixture defining F ðxÞ, distributions of more frequent
contact patterns should “weigh more” with respect to
distributions of less frequent contact patterns. Specifically,
in the formulation in [16], the weight associated with each
component FðxÞ is the probability of having the component
corresponding to rate  in the mixture, which is not correct.
Consider the case of a toy distribution with only two
possible rates 1 << 2, with the same probability. Accord-
ing to the model in [16], the two components will have the
same weight in the mixture. However, over any given
amount of time, it is clear that the number of observed
intercontact time samples from a pair whose contact rate is
2 will be much higher than the number of observed
samples from a pair whose contact rate is 1. Therefore, the
distribution of individual intercontact times corresponding
to 2 will contribute many more samples to the aggregate,
and therefore, intuitively, should weigh much more in the
mixture than the distribution corresponding to 1. A similar
limitation is also present in the model proposed in [27].
4 CONTACT RATE TRACE ANALYSIS
Before using the model presented in Section 3, we analyze
some of the reference traces used in the opportunistic
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4. The same material is also available as supplemental material, which
can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2012.213, of this paper.
5. Note that, when FðxÞ is defined by more than one parameter,
additional conditions besides the rate should be identified to derive all
parameters. Our analysis holds true for any definition of such additional
conditions, as shown in Section 6.
networking literature, to identify which distributions can be
used to fit contact rate samples. Together with fitting
analyses on intercontact times (which are already provided
in the literature, as discussed in Section 2), this allows us to
identify relevant combinations of contact rates and indivi-
dual intercontact time distributions to consider in the
remainder of the paper. Specifically, we analyze contact
rates in the RollerNet trace [18], the Infocom 2005 [5] and
2006 [25] traces, and the Reality Mining trace [15]. All of them
are available on CROWDAD.6 All traces log contact events
between pairs of nodes, collected using Bluetooth scanning
(we use the part of the Reality Mining trace obtained in this
way). The Reality Mining trace spans a very long time
interval, covering the two semesters of the 2004-05 academic
year. We include in our analysis only the time periods of
classes and exams during both semesters (thus excluding
winter and summer breaks), so as to consider time spans
during which users are supposed to be in the areas covered
by the experiment. Given the shorter time spans of the other
traces, no similar pruning is necessary for them. The main
characteristics of the traces relevant for our analysis are
summarized in Table 1. Internal devices are the devices that
were instrumented in the experiment to log contacts.
External devices are those devices that were not instrumen-
ted, but with which internal devices have logged contacts
during the experiment. The number of contacts includes
both contacts between internal devices, and contacts
between internal and external devices. For each given trace,
we compute a sample of contact rate from each pair that met
at least 10 times,7 and thus obtain a sample distribution from
each trace. The row “# samples” records the number of
contact rate samples we have obtained from each trace.
Our goal is to perform a goodness of fit test against a set
of candidate distributions, i.e., to check whether any of our
candidate distributions can be used—with sufficient statis-
tical confidence—to fit the sampled data. Specifically, we
consider Gamma, Pareto, Pareto0 and exponential as our
candidate distributions. We use the standard maximum
likelihood (ML) method [36] to derive the fitting parameters
for the candidate distributions. The outcome of ML is, for
each candidate distribution, the best parameters to fit
samples using that distribution. Finally, we use the
Cramer-von Mises (CvM) criterion [37] to decide whether
each candidate distribution is appropriate or not to fit
samples from the trace. CvM is a standard criterion for this
type of tests, and is the same criterion used in [18] and [16]
to fit individual intercontact times. Note that, given a
sample distribution and a candidate fitting distribution, the
CvM test allows us to reject the hypothesis that samples
come from the candidate distribution with significance level
: if the test rejects the hypothesis, the probability that this
is wrong is . If the test fails to reject the hypothesis, it is not
possible to exclude that the samples come from the
candidate distribution. To be sure that we reject candidate
distributions with high statistical accuracy, we set  to 0.01.
This is the same configuration used in [18] and [16].
As will be clear in the following of the analysis, the part of
the contact rate distribution that is more important for our
purpose is actually the head. Intuitively, when contact rates
can be very close to 0, there exists some pair of nodes with
very long intercontact times, which result in a heavy-tailed
aggregate intercontact time distribution. We check this
property extensively in Sections 5 and 6. Therefore, for our
purposes it is important to find a good fitting distribution for
the head of contact rates, while fitting the tail is far less
important (high contact rates correspond to very short
intercontact times, which do not have significant impact on
the tail of the intercontact time distributions). Based on this
remark, in the following analysis, we focus on the head of the
distributions sampled from the traces, and perform good-
ness of fit tests on them. The percentage of samples that we
retained is indicated in Table 2 (“Head percent” row).
Table 2 presents the results of the goodness of fit
analysis. Each column reports the results for a different
trace, while rows report the results related to each
candidate distribution. For each distribution, the first
(sub-)row reports the parameters obtained with the ML
method, while the second row reports the outcome of the
Cramer-von Mises test with significance level  ¼ 0:01
(where “R” stands for a reject, and “NR” stands for a
nonreject outcome). As far as the parameters’ notation, 
denotes the shape of the distributions, while r denotes the
rate. The CCDFs of the Pareto0 and Pareto distributions are
as in (1) and (2), respectively, while the density of the
Gamma distribution is as follows:
fXðxÞ ¼ r

ðÞx
1erx; ; r; x > 0: ð6Þ
Results indicate that using Gamma distributions to fit the
head of contact rate distributions cannot be rejected for all
the traces. Therefore, this is one of the key reference cases we
consider in the remainder of the paper. To also have a visual
comparison, Fig. 2 plots contact rate samples obtained from
the RollerNet trace against the candidate distributions with
parameters obtained with the ML method. This confirms
that the Gamma distribution provides a good fit. Similar
visual comparisons can be obtained for the other traces as
well (plots are available in [35]).
Note that this analysis cannot be used to absolutely rule
out the hypothesis that contacts rates may follow distribu-
tions other than Gamma. It is still possible that contact rates
in other relevant scenarios for opportunistic networks may
follow other types of distributions.
5 NETWORKS wITH EXPONENTIAL INDIVIDUAL
INTERCONTACT TIMES
In this section, we exploit the model provided by Theorem 1
to investigate the dependence between the distributions of
individual pair intercontact times and their aggregate
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6. http://www.crawdad.org/index.php.
7. The only exception is the Infocom05 trace for which, given the relative
low number of pairs, all pairs are considered.
TABLE 1
Summary of Traces’ Characteristics
distribution when the former are exponential. Specifically,
we assume FðxÞ ¼ ex, and study how the aggregate
CCDF F ðxÞ varies for different distributions of the contact
rates, fðÞ.
The results are hereafter presented as grouped in two
classes. First, in Section 5.1, we investigate under which
conditions the aggregate intercontact times follow exactly a
given distribution. Specifically, we impose that F ðxÞ in (5) is
equal to such distribution, and find the corresponding
distribution of the contact rates fðÞ. Then, in Section 5.2,
we find additional cases in which it is not possible to exactly
map a given aggregate distribution F ðxÞ to a specific rate
distribution fðÞ, but it is possible to identify distributions
of the rates such that the tail of the aggregate follows a
certain pattern.
5.1 Exact Aggregate Intercontact Time Distributions
First of all, we wish to identify rate distributions fðÞ that
result in power-law (Pareto) aggregate distributions. From
(5), and recalling that we assume individual intercontact
times are exponentially distributed, we have to find fðÞ
such that
1
E½
Z 1
0
fðÞexd ¼ b
bþ x
 
; ð7Þ
where  and b are the shape and scale parameters of the
Pareto distribution. Note that, in this case, we consider the
definition of the Pareto distribution in which all positive
values are admitted, i.e., x > 0.
The rate distribution fðÞ satisfying (7) is provided by
Theorem 2. It is worth noting that a qualitatively similar
result was also found in [16]. However, due to the inexact
formulation of F ðxÞ discussed in Section 3, the result is
different, as the parameters of the rate distribution found in
[16] are different with respect to the ones derived in
Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. When individual pair intercontact times are
exponentially distributed, aggregate intercontact times are
distributed according to a Pareto law with parameters  > 1
and b > 0 iff the contact rates follow a Gamma distribution
ð 1; bÞ, i.e.
F ðxÞ ¼ b
bþ x
 
() fðÞ ¼ b
12eb
ð 1Þ : ð8Þ
Proof. We present the complete proof as it is illustrative of
the methodology we use to derive exact (nonapprox-
imate) results. Starting from (7), we note that the
following holds true:
Z 1
0
fðÞexd ¼  @
@x
Z 1
0
fðÞexd:
We can, thus, rewrite (7) as
 E½ b
bþ x
 
¼ @
@x
Z 1
0
fðÞexd ¼ @
@x
LxðfðÞÞ;
where LxðfðÞÞ denotes the Laplace transform of fðÞ.
Integrating over x and computing the inverse Laplace
transform, we obtain
fðÞ ¼ E½ b
 1
b1
ð 1Þ
2eb:
Imposing
R1
0 fðÞd ¼ 1 we obtain E½ ¼ 1b , and thus
the final expression of fðÞ, showing that  is
distributed as ð 1; bÞ. Note that the average value
of ð 1; bÞ is indeed 1b which is consistent with the
derivation of E½. tu
As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, after the results in [5] it
has been common in the literature to assume that, if the
aggregate intercontact time distribution is Pareto with
 2 ð1; 2, this will hold also for the distributions of individual
intercontact times. Theorem 2 shows that this is not correct,
and is the result of an overinterpretation of the results
presented in [5]. Moreover, remember that the analysis of
traces shows that individual intercontact times may be
exponential [16], [18], [17], and contact rates may be Gamma
(see Section 4). The result in Theorem 2 can justify why the
resulting aggregate distribution is power law in those traces.8
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Fig. 2. Goodness of fit for RollerNet contact rates.
TABLE 2
Goodness of Fit Results for Contact Rate Distributions
8. Special cases of Theorem 2 can be derived when contact rates are
exponential (a special case of Gamma), or when the aggregate intercontact
time distribution is exponential. These results are available in [34] and are
omitted here for reasons of space.
An interesting physical intuition justifies the above
results. Recall that the intercontact time aggregate is a
mixture of the individual pair intercontact times. From a
physical standpoint, power-law aggregates means that
some intercontact times in the mixture can take extremely
large values, possibly diverging. Intuitively, such a beha-
vior can therefore be generated irrespective of the distribu-
tion of individual pair intercontact times, by including in
the mixture pairs whose contact rate is extremely small,
arbitrarily close to 0. This is exactly the effect of drawing
rates from Gamma distributions, which can admit values of
the rates arbitrarily close to 0. The same physical intuition is
also confirmed by other results we present in Sections 5.2
and 6.3.
5.2 Asymptotic Behavior of Aggregate Intercontact
Time Distributions
In this section, we present a further set of results derived
when rates are drawn from Pareto distributions. This case is
not backed up by the trace analysis in Section 4, but it is still
relevant to cross check the intuition discussed above.9 In
particular, Pareto0 contact rates take values arbitrarily close
to 0, while Pareto contact rates do not. The behavior we may
expect is thus that in the former case the aggregate
distribution presents a heavy tail, while in the second it
does not.
For this set of results, we are not able to obtain sufficient
and necessary conditions for obtaining a given aggregate
distribution. However, we are still able to show interesting
sufficient conditions for obtaining aggregate distributions
that asymptotically decay as a power-law with or without
exponential cutoff. Note that studying the asymptotic
behavior is relevant, as it is the tail of the intercontact time
distributions that determines the convergence properties of
naı¨ve forwarding protocols [5].
Theorem 3. When individual pair intercontact times are
exponentially distributed and rates are drawn from a Pareto
distribution whose CCDF is F ðÞ ¼ ðkÞ;  > k, the tail of the
aggregate intercontact times decays as a power-law with
exponential cutoff, i.e.:
F ðÞ ¼ k

 
;  > k) F ðxÞ  e
kx
kx
for large x: ð9Þ
Proof. See [35]. tu
Two interesting insights can be drawn from Theorem 3.
First, an aggregate distribution whose tail decays as a
power-law with exponential cutoff can emerge also when
individual pair intercontact times are exponential. Again,
this challenges common hypotheses used in the literature,
that assume individual intercontact times are power-law
with exponential cutoff because aggregate intercontact times
are distributed according to this law. Second, this result
confirms our intuition about the fact that a key reason for
aggregate distributions with a heavy tail is the existence of
individual pairs with contact rates arbitrarily close to 0.
Theorem 4. When individual pair intercontact times are
exponentially distributed and rates are drawn from a Pareto
distribution whose CCDF is F ðÞ ¼ ð kkþÞ;  > 0, the tail of
the aggregate intercontact times decays as a power-law with
shape equal to 2, i.e.:
F ðÞ ¼ k
kþ 
 
;  > 0) F ðxÞ  1
x2
for large x: ð10Þ
Proof. See [35]. tu
Theorem 4 confirms once more that the presence of
individual pairs with contact rates arbitrarily close to 0
results in heavy-tailed aggregate intercontact times.
5.3 Validation
In this section, we validate the results presented in
Theorems 3 and 4, by comparing the analytical results with
simulations. As those Theorems provide approximate
results for the tail behavior of the aggregate intercontact
time distribution, this allows us to check the degree of
approximation provided by the analytical results. In our
simulation model, we consider a network of P ¼ 100 pairs.
The type of distribution of individual intercontact times is a
parameter of the simulator, set to exponential for the results
in this section. Rates are drawn at the beginning of each
simulation run according to the specific distribution fðÞ
we want to test. Each simulation run is built as follows: For
each pair we generate at least 100 intercontact times.
Specifically, each simulation run reproduces an observation
of the network for a time interval T , defined according to
the following algorithm. For each pair, we first generate
100 intercontact times, and then compute the total observa-
tion time after 100 intercontact times, Tp, as the sum of the
pair intercontact times. T is defined as the maximum of
Tp; p ¼ 1; . . . ; P . To guarantee that all pairs are observed for
the same amount of time, we generate additional inter-
contact times for each pair until Tp reaches T . In this way,
we generate at least 100  100 samples of the aggregate
intercontact time distribution (in practice, we have many
more samples in each run). From each run we obtain the
percentiles of the aggregate distribution indicated in the
following plots. We replicate simulation runs at least
30 times with iid seeds, and finally compute the confidence
intervals for the percentiles with 99 percent confidence
level. Although often hardly visible, confidence intervals
are shown in the plots for all percentiles.
Figs. 3 and 4 show F ðxÞ when the contact rates are
distributed according to a Pareto law F ðÞ ¼ ðkxÞ;  > k and
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Fig. 3. F ðxÞ, contact rates   Paretoð; kÞ.
9. Note, by the way, that the fact that available traces do not present
Pareto contact rates does not mean that this is not possible in any real case.
F ðÞ ¼ ð kkþxÞ;  > 0, respectively (here and in the other
Figures in the paper, “C” in the captions of the plots
represents a multiplicative constant). From Theorems 3 and
4, the key difference is the fact that in the former case rates
cannot be arbitrarily close to 0, while in the latter case they
can. The effect on F ðxÞ is to generate a light tail decaying as
ekx
kx in the former case, and a heavy tail decaying as 1=x
2 in
the latter. Figs. 3 and 4 confirm that analytical and
simulation results are aligned.
6 NETWORKS wITH POWER-LAW INDIVIDUAL
INTERCONTACT TIMES
In this section, we use Theorem 1 to study the dependence
between the aggregate and the individual pair intercontact
times when the latter follow different types of power-law
distributions. Specifically, Sections 6.1 and 6.2 present the
cases where they follow a Pareto0 and Pareto distribution,
respectively. In both cases individual intercontact times
present a heavy tail. Finally, in Section 6.3, we consider
intercontact times following a power-law with exponential
cutoff distribution, which therefore does not present a
heavy tail.
6.1 “Pareto0” Individual Intercontact Times
We consider the case where the CCDF of individual
intercontact times is in the form
FðxÞ ¼ q
q þ x
 	
; 	 > 0; q > 0 x > 0: ð11Þ
To study the CCDF of the resulting aggregate intercontact
time distribution according to Theorem 1, it is necessary to
substitute (11) in (5). Remember from Section 3 that in our
model, for each individual pair p, the contact rate p is
sampled from a r.v. with density fðÞ. For each individual
intercontact time distribution, there is, therefore, a depen-
dence between the parameters fq; 	g and p that must be
made explicit before replacing (11) in (5). The only
condition that can be imposed is that the average
intercontact time is equal to 1=p, i.e.
E½Xpjp ¼ q
	  1 ¼
4 1
p
; ð12Þ
where the r.v. Xp denotes the intercontact times of pair p. As
we have only one condition to determine two parameters
fq; 	g, we need to impose one more condition. In the
following, we consider a natural choice, i.e., we assume that
one of the two parameters is fixed, and thus the specific
values of the contact rate p impact on the other parameter.
We start by fixing the shape parameter of the Pareto
distribution, 	. Note that, as the coefficient of variation of
a Pareto0 distribution is
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
	
	2
q
, fixing the shape of the
Pareto0 distributions means fixing the coefficient of
variation. We obtain the result in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5. When individual pair intercontact times follow a
Pareto distribution whose CCDF is in the form FðxÞ ¼ ð qqþxÞ	
and the shape parameter 	 is the same across all pairs,
irrespective of the distribution of contact rates, the tail of the
distribution of aggregate intercontact times decays, for large x,
as a power law with exponent 	, i.e., F ðxÞ ’ x	, provided
	 > 1 and the following condition holds true:
Z 1
0
fðÞ 	  1

 	
d <1; ð13Þ
where fðÞ is the density of the contact rate distribution.
Proof. See [35]. tu
Theorem 5 tells that, no matter how contact rates are
distributed, provided the integral in (13) converges, when
individual intercontact times follow a Pareto0 distribution
with the same shape parameter, also the aggregate dis-
tribution presents a heavy tail, with exactly the same
exponent. This is clearly a case where the aggregate
distribution is representative of the individual pair dis-
tributions, at least as far as their behavior for large x.
We now consider the case where the scale parameter q of
the Pareto0 distribution is fixed, and the shape 	 varies with
the contact rate . In this case, we are not able to obtain
general analytical results for any distribution of the contact
rates, as in Theorem 5. However, it is still possible to derive
analytical results for the specific contact rate distributions
that we have considered in the paper, i.e., Gamma, Pareto,
and Pareto0. Specifically, the following Theorem holds.
Theorem 6. When individual pair intercontact times follow a
Pareto distribution whose CCDF is in the form FðxÞ ¼ ð qqþxÞ	
and the scale parameter q is the same across all pairs, if contact
rates follow a Gamma, Pareto0, or Pareto distribution, the tail
of the distribution of aggregate intercontact times decays, for
large x, as a power law. Specifically, the following holds true:
. If contact rates follow a Gamma distribution ð; bÞ
then F ðxÞ ’ C
xðln xÞþ1 holds true for large x, C being
a constant greater than 0. Moreover, it can also be
shown that limx!1 F ðxÞ > Cx1þ
 , for any 
 > 0.
. If contact rates follow a Pareto0 distribution
Pareto0ð; kÞ then F ðxÞ ’ CxgðxÞ holds true for large
x, C being a constant greater than 0 and gðxÞ being a
function that, for large x, goes to 0 more slowly than
x
 for any 
 > 0. Therefore, limx!1 F ðxÞ > Cx1þ

holds true for any 
 > 0.
. If contact rates follow a Pareto distribution
Paretoð; kÞ then F ðxÞ ’ C
xkqþ1 lnx for large x, C being
a constant greater than 0. Therefore, limx!1 FðxÞ >
C
x1þkqþ
 holds true for any 
 > 0.
Proof. We present the complete proof of the case in the third
bullet, as it is representative for the methodology we use
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Fig. 4. F ðxÞ, contact rates   Pareto0ð; kÞ.
to derive approximate results. The proofs for the other
cases can be found in [35].
When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution with
shape  and scale k, F ðxÞ becomes
F ðxÞ ¼ C
x
 1 ;kq ln q
q þ x
 
kq ln q
q þ x
 1
:
In the limit x!1, by using a typical approximation for
the incomplete Gamma function ðs; xÞ ’ xs1ex [20],
after simple algebraic manipulations we obtain
lim
x!1
F ðxÞ ¼ C
xkqþ1 lnx
:
Noting that limx!1 lnxx
 ¼ 0 for any 
 > 0 we conclude
that F ðxÞ can be lower bounded, for large x, as follows:
F ðxÞ ’ C
xkqþ1 lnx
>
C
xkqþ1þ

; 
 > 0:
ut
Theorem 6 shows that, for Gamma, Pareto0, and Pareto
contact rates, if the individual intercontact times follow a
Pareto0 distribution also the distribution of the aggregate
intercontact times presents a heavy tail. In particular, for
contact rates following a Gamma and Pareto0 distribution,
the tail of the aggregate distribution of intercontact times
can be lower bounded by power laws with an exponent
arbitrarily close to 1, which is an indication of a particularly
heavy tail. Note that in these cases, although the aggregate
distribution is power law as the individual pair distribu-
tions, its shape does not depend on the shapes of the
individual intercontact time distributions, and thus it
cannot be used to obtain precise information about them.
6.2 “Pareto” Individual Intercontact Times
In this case, the individual intercontact times follow a
Pareto distribution whose CCDF is
FðxÞ ¼ q
x
 	
; 	 > 0; q > 0; x > q: ð14Þ
We follow the same approach of Section 6.1, by fixing the
shape (scale) parameter and letting the scale (shape)
parameter vary with the average intercontact time 1=. If
we fix the shape parameter 	, we obtain a result similar to
that of Theorem 5.
Theorem 7. When individual pair intercontact times follow a
Pareto distribution whose CCDF is in the form FðxÞ ¼ ðqxÞ	
and the shape parameter 	 is the same across all pairs,
irrespective of the distribution of contact rates, the tail of the
distribution of aggregate intercontact times decays, for large x,
as a power law with exponent 	, i.e., F ðxÞ ’ x	, provided
	 > 1 and the following condition holds true:
Z 1
0
fðÞ 	  1
	
 	
d <1; ð15Þ
where fðÞ is the density of the contact rate distribution.
Proof. See [35]. tu
Also in this case, the distribution of aggregate inter-
contact times is representative of the distributions of
individual pairs. Note that also in this case fixing the shape
parameter means assuming that the coefficient of variation
of all individual intercontact times is the same, as it is equal
to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
	ð	2Þ
p
.
Unlike in the case of Pareto0 individual intercontact
times, when we fix the scale parameter, we are not able to
obtain closed form expressions for the distribution of
aggregate intercontact times, even for specific distributions
of contact rates.
6.3 “Pareto with Cutoff” Individual Intercontact
Times
In this section, we consider individual intercontact times
following Pareto distributions with an exponential cutoff in
the tail. Remeber that, denoting with 	 and q the shape and
scale parameters of the Pareto part, and with  the rate of
the exponential part of the distribution, respectively, the
CCDF is as follows [19]:
FðxÞ ¼ ð1 	; xÞ
ð1 	; qÞ 	 > 1; ; q > 0; ð16Þ
where ðs; xÞ ¼ R1x ts1esdt is the upper incomplete
Gamma function. Also in this case, to study the properties
of the distribution of aggregate intercontact times (through
(5)), it is first necessary to make explicit the dependence
between the parameters of the distributions of individual
intercontact times (	, q, and ), and the average intercontact
time of the generic pair p, by imposing that E½Xpjp be
equal to 1=p. From (16), we obtain
E½Xpjp ¼ 1 	

þ ðqÞ
1	eq
ð1 	; qÞ ¼
4 1
p
: ð17Þ
In general, it is not possible from (17) to find closed forms to
make explicit the dependence of 	, q, and  on p, as the
three parameters of the distribution of individual inter-
contact times all appear as parameters of the incomplete
Gamma function. However, it is possible to find closed
forms for specific cases, where the function ðs; xÞ admits
exact or approximate closed forms. Recalling that 	 > 1
must hold, the only such cases are where the second
parameter of  either is 0 or tends to 1. Considering the
semantic of the parameters 	, q, and , the only meaningful
cases are !1 and q! 0. The first case corresponds to a
very quick decay of the exponential tail, while the second
one corresponds to the possibility of intercontact times very
close to 0. We analyze these two cases separately in the
following sections.
6.3.1 Very Large Rates
When !1 the quantity ð1 	; qÞ can be approximated
as ðqÞ	eq [20]. Therefore, (17) becomes
E½Xpjp ’ 1 	

þ q ’ q ¼ 1
p
: ð18Þ
Equation (18) tells that the case where q is fixed across all
pairs is not that interesting, because it corresponds to a
homogeneous network where all pairs meet with the same
contact rate (equal to 1=q), and thus the distributions of the
aggregate and individual intercontact times are exactly the
same. On the other hand, (18) does not provide any
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indication on the dependence between 	 and p. We, thus,
consider again the case where 	 is fixed across all pairs (as
we did in Sections 6.1 and 6.2). Under these conditions, the
following theorem holds true.
Theorem 8. When individual pair intercontact times follow a
Pareto distribution with exponential cutoff with shape, scale
and rate parameters 	, q, and , if  is very large and 	 is the
same across all pairs, then the CCDF of the aggregate
intercontact times F ðxÞ decays, for large x, as a Pareto
distribution with exponential cutoff with the same shape and
rate parameters 	 and , i.e., F ðxÞ ’ ðxÞ	ex, provided the
following condition holds true
Z 1
0
fðÞ
ð1 	; Þ
d <1: ð19Þ
Proof. See [35]. tu
Theorem 8 shows another case where the distribution of
aggregate intercontact times is representative of the distribu-
tions of individual pairs, irrespective of the type of network
heterogeneity (i.e., of the contact rate distribution). Note that
the integral diverges for contact rates following a Gamma or
Pareto0 distribution, for any  > 1, while it admits numerical
solutions for Pareto contact rates. This is aligned with the
indication we have obtained several times, that contact rate
distributions allowing values arbitrarily close to 0 result in
power law aggregate intercontact time distributions. In fact,
for Gamma and Pareto0 contact rates, the result in Theorem
8, which predicts a light tail, does not apply.
6.3.2 Very Small Scales
When q! 0 the quantity ð1 	; qÞ becomes the constant
ð1 	Þ, and thus (17) simplifies as follows:
E½Xpjp ’ 1 	

¼4 1
p
: ð20Þ
We use again the approach of fixing one among  or 	 to
study the properties of the resulting distribution of
aggregate intercontact times. In the former case (fixed ),
no closed form expressions have been found, even for the
specific distributions of contact rates considered throughout
the paper (Gamma, Pareto0, and Pareto). On the other hand,
when 	 is fixed across all pairs, it is possible to find closed
form expressions when the contact rates follow a Gamma or
a Pareto0 distribution (no closed form expressions have
been found in the Pareto case). Specifically, the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 9. When individual intercontact times follow a Pareto
distribution with exponential cutoff, whose scale parameter
tends to 0 and whose shape parameter is fixed across all pairs,
the distribution of aggregate intercontact times F ðxÞ presents,
for large x, a heavy tail, provided 	 2 ð0; 1Þ holds true.
Specifically:
. if contact rates follow a Gamma distribution ð; bÞ
then limx!1 F ðxÞ ¼ Cxðþ1Þ, C being a constant
greater than 0; and
. if contact rates follow a Pareto0 distribution then
limx!1 F ðxÞ ¼ Cx2, C being a constant greater
than 0.
Proof. See [35]. tu
Theorem 9 shows another case where, even though the
individual pair intercontact times do not present a heavy
tail, the distribution of aggregate intercontact times does
present a heavy tail. Note that this can be proven for contact
rates that admits values arbitrarily close to 0, such as rates
following a Gamma or a Pareto0 distribution.
6.4 Validation
In this section, we compare analysis and simulation for
selected results presented in Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. In
particular, we focus on Theorems 5 and 9, as representative
for cases where the aggregate distribution is and is not
representative of the distributions of individual intercontact
times, respectively. Simulation results for all the Theorems
presented in Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 are available in [35].
The simulation model and methodology are the same as
described in Section 5.3.
In the figures we present hereafter, the captions of the
simulation plots have the general form indXXX(<par>),
rateYYY(<par>), where indXXX(<par>) denotes the
distributions of the individual intercontact times, and
rateYYY(<par>) the distribution of the contact rates.
XXX(<par>) and YYY(<par>) are replaced in each case by
the specific distributions and parameters. PL, PL0, PL-CO,
Gamma denote Pareto, Pareto0, Pareto with exponential
cutoff, and Gamma distributions, respectively. For example,
in Fig. 5, we plot cases when the individual intercontact
times are Pareto0 with fixed shape equal to 1.1 and 2, while
rates are either Pareto (with shape 2 and scale 0.01) or
Gamma (with shape 2 and scale 1). This corresponds to
the str ings indPL0(sh=1.1) , indPL0(sh=2) ,
ratePL(2,0.01), rateGamma(2,1)which are combined
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Fig. 5. F ðxÞ, individual ICT X  Pareto0 with fixed shape. Contact rates
are Paretoð2; 0:01Þ or ð2; 1Þ.
Fig. 6. F ðxÞ, individual ICT X  Pareto-CO with small scale and fixed
shape. Contact rates are .
to form the indicated captions. The same convention is also
used in the other Figures.
Fig. 5 confirms the results of Theorem 5. In case of
Pareto0 individual pair distributions with fixed shape
parameter, the aggregate distribution is power law with
the same exponent. This holds true for different rate
distributions, which do not play any specific role, other
than defining a multiplicative constant for F ðxÞ.
Fig. 6 confirms the results in Theorem 9, which analyzes
the case of individual intercontact times following a Pareto
distribution with exponential cutoff, for Gamma contact
rates. This time, the shape parameter of the  distribution
determines the shape of the aggregate distribution (recall
that F ðxÞ can be approximated as xðþ1Þ for large x, 
being the shape of the  distribution of the rates), which
anyways presents a heavy tail.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have characterized through an analytical
model the dependence between the distributions of
individual pair intercontact times and the resulting aggre-
gate distribution in heterogeneous opportunistic networks
(i.e., in networks where the contact patterns between pairs
are not independent and identically distributed). Previous
results [5] have clearly shown the impact of the distribu-
tions of individual intercontact times on the performance of
forwarding protocols. However, the aggregate distribution is
a much more compact figure to describe opportunistic
networks. Furthermore, due to privacy reasons, it is more
reasonable to assume that aggregate distributions, instead
of individual distributions, can be released from traces or
collected online with distributed algorithms. The aggregate
distribution has often been used in the literature, assuming
that it correctly represents individual distributions. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that
provides a detailed analytical model describing the depen-
dence between the two, and shows in several relevant cases
when using the aggregate is correct and when it is not.
Table 3 provides a “compact guide” from this standpoint,
summarizing the key results obtained in the paper—mostly
starting from analyses of currently available traces. Note
that our model has broader applicability with respect to
these results, as it can be used to study combinations of
distributions that have not been highlighted in currently
available traces.
These results provide also a useful tool from the more
practical standpoint of operating routing protocols in
opportunistic networks. In particular, the results presented
in [5] have been recently extended in [38], where authors
show that naı¨ve routing protocols may yield infinite
expected delays also in heterogeneous networks when
individual intercontact time distributions are power-law.
This confirms that, in principle, the individual distributions
should be analyzed to decide whether to use naive routing
protocols. However, our results show that there are cases
where less information is sufficient. Referring to Table 3,
when the aggregate distribution is representative of
individual distributions, it is possible to analyze—either
offline or online—the aggregate only, and know whether
naı¨ve forwarding protocols will yield infinite delay or
not—i.e., whether they are a safe option or not. In other
cases, an aggregate power-law distribution may either be a
side effect of power-law individual distributions, or a side
effect of contact rate distributions. Anyway, as in those
cases the aggregate is not representative of the individual
distributions, the aggregate does not provide sufficient
information to assess the convergence properties of naı¨ve
forwarding protocols, and it is necessary to collect addi-
tional information to understand whether naı¨ve forwarding
protocols can be used or not.
Finally, with respect to non-naı¨ve routing protocols, the
relationship between the distributions of intercontact times
(either of individual pairs or aggregate) and convergence of
the protocols has still entirely to be characterized. When
such an understanding will be achieved, our models may be
used—again—to know whether the aggregate distribution
provides sufficient information to assess the convergence of
the routing protocols.
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